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recovery and prognosis 181–2
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management and treatment 581–3
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nature 574–5
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stroke outcome, impact on 573–6
poststroke mania 539, 542. See mania
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DSM-IV-TR criteria, mood disorder 540
strokes responsible 543
symptoms 542
treatment and outcome 544–5
prosopagnosia 315
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associated deficits 315, 320
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characteristics 317
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neuropsychological assessment 324–6
Benton face recognition test 322
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Shape detection screening test 325
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prognosis and management 327–9
sub types 321–4
diagnostic information, face recognition 323
face stimulus areas, brain-damaged patient 323
strokes 320
posterior cerebral artery infarcts (PCAI) 317
psychotic disorder, DSMIV diagnostic criteria 311
pure motor aphasia/cortical motor aphasia
aphemia/verbal apraxia 59. See aphasia in stroke
cortical dysarthria 59
localization 59
pure word deafness (PWD) 354, 359
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phonic perception, assessment of 354
psychoacoustical analysis 355
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verbal auditory comprehension 354
right hemisphere damage (RHD) 41
right hemisphere syndromes 626–9
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neuropsychiatric syndromes 627–9
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delirium 627
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generalized anxiety disorder 628
mania 628
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due to 629–30
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Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs)
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EEG data 418
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true amnesia 420
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behavioral assessment 5
clinical evaluation 5
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psychometric testing 5
visual/auditory extinction 5
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spatial neglect, anatomical correlates and subtypes 165–73
attention, local biases 173
attentional deficits, non-spatial 173
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hemi/plegia 173
motor neglect 172
perceptual and premotor aspects, parietal
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perceptual extinction 153, 172
questions 168, 172
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representational neglect 173
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See neurophysiological syndromes. See also stroke, behavioral/cognitive neurology
acute phase (cognitive evaluation) 10
acute stroke, evaluation in 3
reasons 3
chronic impairments 2
evaluation difficulty 2–3
investigating studies 2
modular neuropsychological models 1
neurophysiological syndromes (disorders) 4–10
acquired stroke, factors affecting 4
types 4
neurophysical examination, aim 1
underestimation, ways to avoid 2–3
stroke and personality change 529, 531–4.
See also stroke, behavioral/cognitive neurology
apathy 532
assessment and outcome 535–6
Cloninger’s Temperament and Character Inventory 535
Eysenck Personality Inventory 535
NEO-five factor inventory 535
brain damage 530
behavioral disorders, Phineas Gage 530
front lobe lesion, types of changes 531
catastrophic reaction, Goldstein 533
catastrophic reaction, Goldstein 533
catastrophic reaction, Goldstein 533
catastrophic reaction, Goldstein 533
character, dimensions 529
DSM-IV TR diagnostic criteria 531
dysexecutive syndrome 532
frontolimbic network, dysfunction 534
mood disorders 532
personality, definition 529
personality disorder 530, 536
poststroke depression, risk of 534–5
neuroticism 535
poststroke emotional incontinence 533
pseudodublar syndrome 533
pseudopsychopathy 534
receptive aprosodia 532
temperament, dimensions 529
violent and aggressive behavior, poststroke 533
stroke, behavioral/cognitive neurology 520.
See stroke patients, assessments
behavioral modifications 522–4
apathy 523
athymormia 523
catastrophic reaction 522
eating behavior, modifications 524
emotionalism 522
Kleptomania 524
Klüver-Bucy syndrome 524
sexual behavior, modification 523
clinical presentation 520
mood changes 520
emotional modifications 520–2
aggressiveness and anger 521
behavioral component 520
fear 522
happiness and pleasure 521
joy and ‘fou-rire prodromique’ 521
physiological reactions 520
sadness 521
subjective feeling 520
prognosis and management 526
stroke patients, assessments 524–6
behavioral modifications 525
emotional modifications 524
stroke patients, working memory dysfunctions 431–41.
See central executive, impairment; phonological loop, impairment; visuospatial sketchpad, impairment; working memory, See also episodic memory; memory
Subcortical Ischemic Vascular Dementia (SIVD) 596
subcortical stroke aphasia 63
superior parietal lobule (SPL) 40
thalamic tremor 25–7
lesions, location of 25
mid-brain tremor, similarity 26
pathophysiological mechanisms, role 25
treatments 27
temporoparietal junction (TPJ) 166, 169
topographical disorientation 269
anterograde disorientation 271
assessment 274–6
Block-Tapping Task 275
clinical examination 274–5
neuropsychological assessment 275–6
associated with
central achromatopsia 270
hemianopia 270
prosopagnosia 270
spatial memory deficit 270
egoecentric disorientation 271
heading disorientation 271
main characteristics 272
management 275, 276
prosopagnosia 271
reduplicative paramnesia 270
environments, non-recognition of 271
retrieval, problem of 271
stroke (affecting brain regions) 272–4
characteristics 273
main types 274
transcortical motor aphasia 59. See aphasia in
stroke
dyssynergic aphasia 59
anterior cerebral artery stroke 59
supplementary motor/speech area 59
vascular dementia (VaD) 586;
See also Binswanger’s disease; CADASIL
amyloid angiopathies 600
amyloid deposition, types 600
hereditary cystatin C amyloid angiopathy
(HCAA) 600
hereditary types 600
oculopleomingual amyloidosis 601
arteriolethiopathies, others 399
assessment 604–6
Binswanger’s disease 595–6. See Subcortical Ischemic Vascular Dementia (SIVD)
CADASIL 596–9
categories 590–3
causes 590
definition and diagnostic criteria 587–90
DSM-IV criteria 587, 608
Hachinski ischemic score 589
ICD-10 Research Criteria (DCR-10) 589
mixed dementias 587
NINDS–AIREN criteria 588
identification, failures 586
mechanisms 594
multi-infarct dementia 271
multiple brain hemorrhages, dementia related to 600–1
multiple deep infarcts/leucoencephalopathy 595–9, 605
single vascular lesion/single stroke dementia 591–3
capsular genu infarction 593
cortical stroke 591
isolated caudate vascular lesions 593
subcortical stroke 592
thalamic infarctions 592
neuropsychological assessment 606, 607
behavioral inventories 606
screening tests 606
neuropsychology 602–4
cerebrovascular disease assessment 604–6
tissue lesions (MRI) 605
treatment 607–9
cholinesterase inhibitors, usage 608
cognitive performances, stabilization 608
memantine 608
prevention 607
propentofylline 608
vascular dysarthria 89
ataxic dysarthria 94
abnormal resonance 94
articulatory inaccuracy 94
cerebellar dysarthria 94
vascular dysarthria (cont.) 94

flaccid dysarthria 91, 95

management/treatment 92

pure dysarthria 93

spastic dysarthria 91

unilateral upper motor neuron (UMUN) 92
dysarthria 92, 93

ataxic hemiparesis 93

dysarthria clumsy hand syndrome 93

pure motor hemiparesis 93

varieties 91

Wallenberg's lateral medullary syndrome 95

vascular generalized chorea 30–1

vascular parkinsonism 27–31

atypical parkinsonian syndromes 28
diagnosis, criteria 28
dopaminergic drugs, effect 29
gait abnormalities 28
lesions, location of 27
pathophysiology 29

rare circumstances 28

ventral caudate (Vc) nucleus 23
ventral intermediate (Vim) nucleus 23

visual agnosia 8

patients, symptoms in 8

visuoconstructive ability, disorders 254–9.

characteristic disturbances 255

drawing disturbances, difference 255, 257
drawing tests 254
lesions, location of 255
posterior cortex, lesions 257
subcortical lesions 257

visuoconstructive disorders (stroke) 259–60, 265
assessment 265–6. See frequency

Block design subtest (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale) 260

Clock Drawing test 260, 265

Mini Mental State Examination 260, 265

Rey’s complex figure test 260

Rosen drawing test 260

frequency 259–60

left thalamic infarct 264
multiple infarct dementia 261
postaneurysmal frontal damage, due to 257
prognosis and management 266
right parietal hematoma, due to 256
stroke characteristics 263
stroke related disorders 260
cortical disorders, recovery from 260
global score, drawing tests 260
vascular dementia 258
visuospatial sketchpad, impairment

spatial short-term memory 436–7
visual short-term memory 436

Corsi block tapping task 437

Wernicke’s aphasia 60
working memory. See Baddeley and Hitch
multicomponent model

Baddeley and Hitch 431
phonological loop 431

visuospatial sketchpad 431
characteristics 433

components 439
data, neuropsychological, neuroimaging 431

attentional control of action, model 432–6

Baddeley 432

Norman and Shallice 432

supervisory attentional system (SAS) 432
deficits, rehabilitation 439
approaches, physical rehabilitation 441
selection, pre- vs. post-therapy tests 440
types, strokes 439
dysfunction, management, treatment 441